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There are many of us who have subconsciously internalised the ubiquitous left
media propaganda. I have made a list of concepts which are taken for granted by our
so-secular left media. Have you taken them for granted. Think over it.
1. Religion is the opium of masses (Only fools are religious)
2. Politics is the last resort of scoundrels.(Only good-for-nothing people join
politics)
3. All religions are the same (superstitious)
4. Adivasis (tribals) are original Indians. The rest (Brahmins) are foreigners
(Aryans) from Europe
5. Hitler was vegetarian (vegetarians are Nazis)
6. Islam is a religion of peace and brotherhood (Terrorists have hijacked Islam.
Treat them with kidgloves)
7. There is a direct connection between Nazis and Sangh Parivar (RSS has to be
banned)
8. Zionists are evil. Palestines are victims (In any confrontation, Muslims deserve
to be supported)
9. Treat terrorists as if they are victims (feed them biryani)
10. Communists, Naxalites and armed revolutionaries are pro-poor up against
powerful establishment (support them to dismantle the State)
11. Free sex is good for health (dismantle family)
12. Vegetarians are devoid of nutrition. (Encourage the masses to eat beef)
13. There is no good and bad. There is only moral relativity. (So your traditional
concept of good and bad should be discarded for the left superstitions)
14. There is no God. It is only an illusion to enslave the masses (Embrace the
belief of left atheism)
15. Yoga is nothing but a contortion of the body. (Stop doing it)
16. Pranayama is nothing but hyperventilation (It’s not good for health)
17. Meditation experiences are nothing but hallucinations (Take drugs to get the
same experience)
18. Islam came as a liberation for Hindu superstitions (Islam is a step above
Hinduism)
19. Muhammed Ghazni was after Temple wealth and was not a religious plunderer
(Deprive Hindu Temples of their wealth)

20. Mughals were patrons of art and culture. (They should be projected as
saviours of India, not as invaders who destroyed Temples as an article of faith)
(Vrisica Sanramana – 17 October. 09)

